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COUNTER DESIGN
The ground floor counter is to be a real focal point of the design, being the first
thing that customers entering both the theatre main entrance and the cade-bar
entrance will see.
Keeping the design simple with staggered heights, the counter will transition
between cafe and coffee offering during the day to more of a bar feeling at
night, achieved using high quality materials and clean lines.
The chunky marble countertop and period bar lighting will give reference to the
mid-century heritage of the building.
To the theatre side of the bar counter a glazed screen will allow patrons vision
into the servery, whilst taking inspiration from period style theatre marquee
signs to advertise.

staggered levels
clean lines
mid-century hints

MIXED FURNITURE STYLES
An important part of the design influence has been the civic nature
of the theatre - having been purpose built for the community it
was intended to be inclusive for all, and this has been continued
since its opening. Therefore furniture that caters for all customers
is hugely important. New customers and existing, groups, couples
or individuals - all are welcomed, and the flexibility of the furniture
enables this using a mixture of soft sofa styles and dining chairs
and tables in a modular format that can be combined or separated
as necessary.
References to the timber ceiling seen in the theatre are repeated in
the seating styles.

WINDOW SEATING
The window line is an area that currently is hugely underwhelming and
underutilised. By adding seating and feature lighting into the window
line we will use this space to its full potential - attracting passers with
activity and life. This will be implemented using a mixture of high and
low level, to cater for groups or indiviuals, for both short and longer
dwell times, depending on the requirement of the customer.

FLOOR FINISHES
Taking inspiration from traditional mid-century decorative floortiles and
combining with warm timber tones, the flooring will be a real feature of the
space and will also be used to help zone different areas and to create a customer
journey.

WALL FINISHES
Keeping the colour palette simple, with an emphasis on textures, the
main wall features are a modern take on mid-century wall finishes, with
geometric wall tiles, an updated wall panelling design and simple tiling
to the fitrst floor bar front.

STAIRCASE
Continuing the references to the Mid-century heritage of the building, the
staircase design uses materials of timber and brass, with a vertical slatted
batten balustrade typical of the period. The timber element links the two floors,
corresponding to the slatted timber ceiling, in an impacting, organic form.
Light and vision through is maintained with an open base to the stair, in a
simple and clean finish.

COLUMNS
Being listed and an integral part of the cafe/bar area, the columns are an
important feature that we wish to enhance and celebrate.
On the First Floor we plan to use the columns as supports for feature group
study tables , with lighting to the perimeter in a simple and elegant style.

DIVIDING SCREENS
With a nod to typical Mid-century materials we intend to use crittal glass screens
to divide the First floor space. These partitions will enable the space to be used
for a variety of functions at the same time - affording privacy to he users whilst
not restricting the flow of light from the windows, and achieved in a modern
take on a mid-century style.

FEATURE LIGHTING
Using the theatre as inspiration for some of the
feature lighting will help to give a subtle reference to
the purpose of the building, with bulb effect pendant
and ceiling mounted fittings.
Sitting over the first floor bar simple, period style brass
spotlights will illuminate the space.

